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Editorial
It’s easy to underestimate the importance of popular media in shaping our understanding of history.
Whether ‘traditional’ (newspapers, magazines, film,
television, radio) or ‘new’ (websites and apps), media
outlets provide historical information to an audience that is far wider than that reached by history
books, journal articles or even museum exhibitions.
In this issue of Phanzine, we look at some examples
of history on television and in other media. Karen
Astwood shares her experience of being interviewed
for the Prime TV series Making New Zealand, which
screened earlier this year. Michael Kelly considers
the contribution of the media to debates about heritage. And not to neglect ‘new’ media (can we really

call it ‘new’ when the NZHistory website has been
around since 1999?), Jamie Mackay brings us up to
date on NZHistory’s recent makeover (to use a term
beloved of that popular genre, ‘reality’ TV). But wait –
there’s more! In place of the usual ‘Book that made a
difference’, I write about a TV series that made a difference – the wonderful history of Wales, The Dragon
has Two Tongues, now almost 30 years old.
While various media are being used imaginatively to promote understanding of history in New
Zealand, we could be doing better. It’s not easy to
get a documentary film or television programme
made, funding is scarce and commercial television
is often reluctant to run documentaries in prime

►► Jock Phillips after being awarded
PHANZA life membership at the AGM,
with colleagues who spoke about his
career. Left to right: Chris Maclean,
Malcolm McKinnon, Jock Phillips, Anne
Else. Photo: Karen Astwood.
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time. And (personal hobbyhorse
alert!), while Radio New Zealand
runs many interesting interviews
and features on history (including the redoubtable Jack Perkins
on ‘Spectrum’), isn’t it time we
had a regular history slot on the
radio instead of a Sunday night
nostalgia programme masquerading as history? If we can have
a weekly science programme on
National Radio, why not a history
programme?
Elsewhere in this issue, Jock
Phillips muses on anniversaries
and gives his highlights from the
‘Commemorating’ conference
held in Palmerston North in May;
Geoff Rice discusses archiving issues in post-quake Christchurch;
and Andrew Gregg reports in
from Auckland.
Having mentioned Jock Phillips, this is an appropriate place to
celebrate the fact that life membership of PHANZA was conferred on Jock at the Association’s
Annual General Meeting on 1
August, in recognition of his contribution to the history profession
in New Zealand. A full profile of
Jock will follow in the December
issue of Phanzine, which will also
be marking PHANZA’s twentieth
birthday with a special issue looking back over the past two decades
and thinking about what the
future might hold for the history
profession.
— Ewan Morris, Phanzine editor
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Making New Zealand made
Karen Astwood reflects on her experience as a
contributor in Making New Zealand, the documentary
series which recently screened on Prime.
In August 2012 NZ On Air announced its funding of a four-part
documentary series focusing
on the history of New Zealand’s
infrastructure – its roads, rail,
electricity and shipping. I first
heard about it shortly after this
announcement, when the production company, Top Shelf Productions, contacted the Institution
of Professional Engineers New
Zealand (IPENZ) for help identifying potential contributors
from among its members. In my
role as IPENZ Heritage Advisor
I dutifully suggested people to
approach and pointed out important sources for the company’s
researchers to consult, including
IPENZ’s own Engineering Heritage website (www.ipenz.org.nz/
heritage).
Obviously conscious about
needing some gender diversity
among interviewees, the company
later asked if I would consider
being filmed for the railways episode. I had never done anything
like that before but could not let
this professional development opportunity pass me by despite my
natural inclination to decline and
go and hide in my books.
I was specifically asked to talk
about the Makatote Viaduct. I had
written the heritage assessment
for this Category 1 historic place,
as well as other North Island
Main Trunk railway sites, for
the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust (NZHPT) in 2008–09 and
was still doing contract work for

NZHPT (which is now Heritage New Zealand). My dilemma
was: should I appear as an independent historian; as an NZHPT
contract historian, since I would
be basing my contribution on
the report I wrote; or as IPENZ’s
Heritage Advisor? After running
my decision past NZHPT, I ended
up representing IPENZ because
the Institution was happy to
factor the preparation and time
spent filming into my usual work
programme.
The series Producer/Director, Mark Everton, had helpfully
set clear topics he was going to
question me about. This meant I
felt confident going into shooting in February 2013, only doing
some relatively straightforward
revision while trying not to get
too immersed in the surprising
amount of newly-available online
resources which had sprung up in
just four years.

Judging by the email
enquiries that were
waiting for me at
IPENZ the morning
after the rail episode
screened, it seems
. . . there is genuine
public interest in our
engineering heritage.

The Makatote Viaduct and IPENZ historical plaque. Photo: Karen Astwood.

Being an avid watcher of DVD
special features I knew the filming day would involve a lot of
repetition since the location
was an uncontrolled sound and
lighting environment next to a
railway and highway, and home
to boisterous cicadas. I think
being mentally prepared meant
the inevitable reiteration was not
frustrating, but the crew were also
very supportive and obviously
experienced at getting the footage they needed as efficiently as
humanly possible. Although the
general direction of the interview
was pre-set the questions were
open, satisfyingly providing scope
for discussing broader historical

context and adding personal
reflections. I was in capable hands
and, contrary to my predictions,
the filming experience ended up
being really enjoyable.
The series was due to come out
in late 2013 but ended up screening in May and June this year,
which from IPENZ’s perspective was convenient because it is
the Institution’s centenary year.
Enhancing understanding of the
profession and its important role
in New Zealand’s development
is an aim of IPENZ’s centenary
events and tied in nicely with the
messages in Making New Zealand.
Judging by the email enquiries
that were waiting for me at IPENZ

the morning after the rail episode screened, it seems that even
IPENZ’s marginal involvement
has paid off and there is genuine
public interest in our engineering
heritage.
The series was a good taster
pitched towards a general audience and, of course, a lot of
footage was culled when editing
together the one-hour episodes.
However, NZ On Air has launched
a pilot project around this series
which will make extra footage and
detail available as educational resources for secondary and tertiary
students. Hopefully this will inspire not only budding engineers
but some future historians too.
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NZHistory gets a makeover
Jamie Mackay from the Ministry for Culture and Heritage tells
us about exciting developments at the NZHistory website.
The Ministry for Culture and Heritage’s NZHistory
website (www.nzhistory.net.nz) is now 15 years old
and as with any stroppy teenager it’s time to change
its look and do a bit of boundary testing. Recently
relaunched, the website now includes design and
content improvements that should see it continue to
be relevant well into its adult years.
Design
There have been a hundred small changes to the
look and feel of the site, with the most obvious
being an increase in the font sizes used, the option to add much bigger images and other media,
and brand new homepages for the main site and
FirstWorldWar.govt.nz subsite.
Less obvious but more radical has been the introduction of responsive design, which basically means
the site is now optimised to work well on mobile
phones and other devices (visitors using mobile devices now make up 25% of total visits to NZHistory).
Content – Keywords to the fore
The most significant change to the content has been
to make keywords the main navigation device. These
keywords have been divided into People, Places,
Events and Topics, which in turn can be queried by
either A-Z menus or relevant categories – People by
date of birth, Places by region and Events by date.
(We haven’t lost the old category-based navigation
though, this can still be found as part of the ‘Topics’
menu.)
What does this mean? Well, most pages on the site
have associated keywords – a painting of the Battle
for Crete might have these keywords: battle for crete,
ww2, painting, peter mcintyre, war art. Clicking on
any of these terms will now take you to a beautifullydesigned page where you can find links to all the
other content on the site that uses that keyword. The
idea here is not to replace the current content with
keyword pages, but rather to provide visitors with
new ways to find out more information about the
content on these pages, depending on their areas of
interest. In effect we are saying: we’ve made a decision to include this image as part of the Crete article,
but if you are actually more interested in war art as a
subject, here’s what else we have on that.
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Places
The biggest keyword-related job has been creating
the places menu. The majority of our places keywords appear on the over 1000 pages that make up
the memorials register. In many cases the only page
we have relating to these places is that on the memorial itself. To make these keyword pages more useful

we decided to add related content from Te Ara’s
Places theme, with links back to that site for more
information. In most cases we’ve also added information about the place name’s origins. Finally we’ve
added a map to each Place keyword page that shows
any geo-located content on the site that uses that
place keyword. At the time of launch we had created
710 Place keyword pages – the start of what could
become an index to historical information for every
place in New Zealand.
Next steps
Although they have been a major addition to
NZHistory, the keyword pages as they stand are very
much the first phase. The next priority is to bring
in related content from Te Ara and other trusted

websites to these pages dynamically via shared
keywords and other metadata. Much of the technical
work to do this has already been carried out by the
team at Digital New Zealand (www.digitalnz.org).
So in the near future when you click on the keyword pages for ‘Taihape’, ‘Erebus disaster’ or ‘Āpirana
Ngata’ you’ll find not only all the related content on
NZHistory, but also direct links to all the best writing
and multimedia items available on the web relating
to that keyword topic. We could even bring in related
Wikipedia articles, perhaps with a view to checking
and where necessary improving them as we go.
When we launched NZHistory in 1999 we dubbed
it ‘your first port of call for New Zealand history on
the web’. We hope these recent changes will ensure
we can keep making this claim in the future.

Television that made a difference
Ewan Morris explains why a television series about the
history of Wales made such compulsive viewing.
A middle-aged man scrabbles up the rocks beside a
roaring sea. He stops and speaks to the camera: ‘The
history of Wales, where does it start? Well, I reckon
it starts right here.’ Nearby, he explains, the remains
were found of a young man buried 17,500 years ago:
‘you might even call him the first Welshman’. Cut
to a scene of another middle-aged man, this time
wearing a hard hat and travelling down a mine shaft.
Sixty years ago, he says, nearly half the population
of Wales depended for their living on the hard and
dangerous work of mining. Today, he continues,
Wales has, like the mining industry, been declared
redundant and is being turned into a museum.
Why? ‘History, they tell us, history – but what’s this
history?’
Thus begins The Dragon has Two Tongues, a 1985
HTV/Channel 4 series about the history of Wales.
The man clambering up the cliff is broadcaster
Wynford Vaughan-Thomas, while the man down the
pit is the nuggety Marxist historian Gwyn Williams.
Their contrasting views of Welsh history – VaughanThomas’s romantic and conservative, Williams’s
emphasising struggle and change – made for a series
that brought history alive and demonstrated that history is, as Pieter Geyl famously wrote, an ‘argument
without end’.
According to the series’ producer/director,
Vaughan-Thomas vetoed the suggestion of feminist

historian Angela John as the second presenter. No
doubt she would also have given Vaughan-Thomas
a run for his money, but (gender balance notwithstanding) I can’t regret the decision to use the charismatic Williams as the dragon’s second ‘tongue’.
The first episode is available on YouTube, so you can
watch the two of them going at each other in the final
segment, as they wander around the Uffington white
horse. Vaughan-Thomas calls Williams a ‘Marxist
magpie’ while Williams labels Vaughan-Thomas a
‘marshmallow’. ‘What do you see as the essence of
Welsh history?’ asks Williams. ‘I see it as precariousness.’ ‘I see it as continuity’, replies Vaughan-Thomas.
Sure, it’s all good natured and rather stagey – but the
underlying differences in the ways they see the past
are real.
Here in New Zealand we don’t have enough
vigorous debate about history. We may have avoided
unedifying ‘history wars’ like those in Australia
and elsewhere, but we’ve gone too far in the other
direction. Where, for example, amidst the current
First World War centenary hoopla, are the serious
debates about the war and New Zealand’s role in
it? Are we, as Gwyn Williams might have said,
marshmallows afraid of the fire of historical debate?
Perhaps it’s time for a programme about New
Zealand history that stirs things up by giving the
taniwha two tongues.
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‘Commemorating’ conference
Jock Phillips reflects on the significance of anniversaries and on
the ‘Commemorating: History and Anniversaries’ conference
Anniversaries do not just happen: they come about
because people decide that past events are worth
commemorating. And sometimes people seem to
get an anniversary bug particularly strongly and we
get anniversary seasons. In nineteenth-century New
Zealand, while important anniversaries like the centenary of James Cook’s landing in 1769 passed almost
without notice, there was a season of anniversaries
at the end of the century. It was kicked off by Queen
Victoria’s golden jubilee in 1887, followed by a series
of provincial 50-year jubilees in the 1890s. Then in
the 1940s there was another season as the nation and
the provinces reached 100 years.
For the next 40 years we turned away from our
past, and when the sesquicentennial of the nation
came along in 1990, we found it hard to get too excited. It took women, on the 1993 centenary of women’s
suffrage, to rekindle an anniversary enthusiasm.

it was the question of how
anniversaries should be observed
today, rather than how they have
been observed in the past, which
made the conference so pertinent
and engrossing.
We are now entering another anniversary season
– the 150th of important New Zealand Wars battles
this year, the centenary of the First World War for
the next four years, the 125th of women’s suffrage in
2018 and Cook’s 250th in 2019. So it was an inspired
decision by PHANZA, the W H Oliver Humanities
Research Academy at Massey University and Te
Manawa Museum Society to organise a one-day conference on commemoration of anniversaries.
Some of the papers dealt with past anniversaries. I
drew on my forthcoming Te Ara story to suggest that
the commemoration of an anniversary is a totally
contrived happening. It is never automatic, and is
therefore a reflection of cultural and political concerns. In 1940, for example, the centennial focused
on the hard work of the pioneers and the progress
which a century of endeavour had brought because
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the Labour government was keen to inspire such attitudes with a world war just beginning.
Similarly Vince O’Malley, examining the 50th anniversary commemoration of the battle of Ōrākau
in 1914, showed that this was almost exclusively a
Pākehā event which served to emphasise the value of
fighting for the Empire. Local Māori felt very uncomfortable about giving support to such a celebration. O’Malley’s paper made a fascinating contrast
with a presentation by Amy Hobbs and Te Kenehi
Teira from Heritage New Zealand, who described the
150th anniversary commemoration at Rangiriri last
year. The initiative for this event came from the local
iwi, and the anniversary was marked by wonderful
new carvings and by hugely impressive haka on the
anniversary day.
This presentation brought the focus onto contemporary concerns. To my mind it was the question of
how anniversaries should be observed today, rather
than how they have been observed in the past, which
made the conference so pertinent and engrossing.
Here are some of the issues that were broached:
¶¶Dates: Margaret Tennant raised an important
issue with a discussion about founding dates. She is
writing the history of the Red Cross in New Zealand,
and discovered that it was not an easy matter to decide exactly when the New Zealand Red Cross began.
But anniversaries do not live easily with complexity
– a date must be found.
¶¶Myths: Damien Fenton, in examining the Australian Government’s recent creation of ‘Battle for
Australia Day’, showed that anniversaries need simple myths – so the historical questions as to whether
there really was any intention by the Japanese to
conquer Australia during the Second World War had
to be avoided. Historians and anniversaries do not
always live together comfortably.
¶¶Types of memorial: Puawai Cairns is involved in
planning Te Papa’s First World War exhibition, and
she talked about her idea of bringing back some
stones from the beach at Gallipoli. This is a traditional Māori form of remembrance – note the memorial
to the Māori Pioneer Battalion at Whanganui, where
soil from major Great War battle sites was originally
placed in the corners of the memorial (although it
was later stolen!).

Children wearing fancy dress, standing on a hillside in the Nelson Botanic Reserve. They were participants in the Nelson celebration of
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. Photograph taken 22 June 1897 by Edwin Pollard, for the Tyree studio, Nelson.
Tyree Studio: Negatives of Nelson and Marlborough districts. Ref: 10x8-0283-G. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

¶¶Alternative anniversaries: Peter Clayworth, Marie
Russell and Joan McCracken discussed the initiative
of the Labour History Project, Alexander Turnbull Library and Museum of Wellington City and Sea, who
got together to commemorate the 1913 strike with
an exhibition, a series of talks and weekend walks
around sites in Wellington. (For more on this, see the
August 2013 issue of Phanzine.)
¶¶When to stop? Paul Thompson raised an interesting question with respect to the Wellington Museum
of City and Sea’s annual Wahine Day. Over the last
few years the number of survivors of the Wahine
sinking attending the event has diminished. So how
do you decide when to stop?
¶¶Sounds of the past: Finally, in a wonderful session,
Jack Perkins from Radio New Zealand talked of different ways in which radio could be used to record
anniversaries.

It is not often that a day sitting in a lecture room
can engage an audience consistently. Perhaps on
this occasion it was simply the quality of the speakers (and I have not even mentioned two excellent
talks by Michael Belgrave and Bronwyn Labrum).
More likely, I suspect, the interest came about because many in the audience were thinking about the
upcoming anniversaries and wrestling with issues of
whether and how they should be remembered. In all
it was a great start to our anniversary season.

The ‘Commemorating: History and Anniversaries’ conference was held at Te Manawa Museum, Palmerston
North, on 16 May 2014.
A version of this article appeared previously on Te Ara’s
‘Signposts’ blog.
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Heritage and the media
Michael Kelly looks at the role of the
media in preserving historic heritage.
In 1990, one of the country’s best-known buildings
was demolished for a petrol station. The Edmonds
Factory on Ferry Road, Christchurch, completed in
1923, was loved for its sunburst motif and ‘Sure to
Rise’ slogan on the parapet. It adorned baking powder tins and recipe books that sold by the millions in
New Zealand and Australia. (It still does.) The fight
over its survival reached such a crescendo that Television New Zealand sent the late Paul Holmes down
to present his eponymous programme outside the
building on the eve of its demise.
The Edmonds Factory was a very high-profile
example, but there is undoubtedly a nexus between
heritage advocacy and the media. Heritage is often
disputed ground and therefore good copy. There is
the conflict between the state’s goal of advancing
public good versus private property rights and the
drama associated with a community’s emotional
connection to local landmarks. A fight to save an
historic place is a story worth following.
The media have always been important agents in
expanding awareness of the role of heritage. In the
mid-twentieth century, the early fights to save historic places shone a light on something most New Zealanders had never conceived of, let alone pondered –
that the country had a heritage worth preserving. In
the 1950s, the battles to save places such as Partington’s Mill in Auckland and Bethune and Hunter’s
in Wellington were so novel that most people were
bemused more than engaged. The authorities who
ordered the destruction of these buildings seemed to
be astonished at the notion of protecting old places.
And the media were right there to chronicle it. They
gave oxygen to this new movement, and when the
next battle appeared, it didn’t seem so odd.
The landscape is somewhat different today. Heritage still attracts attention but often for other reasons.
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Today’s big issue is seismic susceptibility and the
media seem fixated on fingering heritage buildings
as high risk, despite the fact that earthquake-prone
buildings come in all shapes, sizes and ages. Controversy or conflict still drives the narrative.
The first element of any story is working out what
exactly ‘heritage’ (or an historic place) is. For the
media, this is easy. It’s simply what someone says it is
and if that someone is Heritage New Zealand or a local authority, so much the better. A place can become
historic simply because it was described as such by
an informed party. It may only take a small community group or an individual to proclaim a place ‘historic’. There are no hard-and-fast rules here. Furthermore, putting the word ‘historic’ before the name of
the place imbues it with an emotional resonance that
immediately clarifies what is at stake.
Of course, if Heritage New Zealand or a local
authority states that a place is ‘heritage’ then it is
important to know what that means. For local authorities, it simply refers to the listing of a place or
an area on the district plan. However, Heritage New
Zealand (formerly the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust) has kept its own list since the early 1970s and

from 1980 onwards this list has been incorporated in
legislation.
Heritage New Zealand has been saddled with three
different systems for identifying historic heritage since 1980, the year the second revision of the
Historic Places Act was passed. The first system was
classification. For 13 years, buildings were ‘classified’
A, B, C or D. Just as the media were getting used to
this, along came a new Historic Places Act in 1993
and classification was replaced by registration. Now
there were only two tiers of registration (categories I
and II). This was a bit too much for some media organisations, who hung on to classification but often
tacked the category (I or II) on the end of it. Incredibly, some media outlets were still doing this until
relatively recently.
Now, on the back of new legislation (the Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014), Heritage

New Zealand has new nomenclature. The register is
now a list, which is, of course, identical to the terminology used by local authorities. It’s early days, but
we’ll have to see how the media handles this latest
change. If the past is anything to go by it will be a
messy transition.
The media also influence public opinion and can
play a valuable role in cheerleading for heritage protection. They can pick sides in a fight, but they can
also show leadership when it matters.
When the people of Wellington got fed up with the
destruction of the city’s built heritage in the 1980s,
local newspapers weighed in with editorials stating
that enough was enough. More recently, the debate
over earthquake-prone buildings has seen editorials taking a variety of positions on public safety
and heritage protection, showing perhaps just how
difficult this issue might still get.

News from the North
Andrew Gregg reports
from Auckland on the
WW1 centenary, a major
built heritage survey and
an event for PHANZA
members in the North.
It’s August 2014, which means the
centenary of the First World War
is now upon us. To commemorate
this turbulent period in our history, Auckland is leading a major
programme of activities. Various
bodies across the region have
received a total of $5.5 million
from the Lottery Grants Board
to fund projects of national and
regional significance during the
commemorations. Not only is
this investment likely to create
an important legacy for future
generations, it’s also good news
for historians, many of whom will
benefit directly or indirectly from
the increased research activity in
the region.
The lion’s share of the Lotteries

The Nautilus on the Avon-Heathcote Estuary in the 1920s.
Christchurch City Libraries: CCL Photo Collection 22, Img00080.

money went to Auckland Museum, which received $3.8 million
for projects relating to the Cenotaph database. But other cultural
institutions, like the Voyager New
Zealand Maritime Museum, the
Royal New Zealand Navy Museum and MOTAT (the Museum of
Transport and Technology), also
received funding to support their

particular centenary projects. One
I’m particularly excited about
– and for which the Maritime
Museum received $20,000 – is the
Nautilus restoration project. This
kauri-hulled transport craft was
used to transport wounded soldiers from land to hospital ships
during the Gallipoli campaign of
1915.
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In other news, Auckland Council has established a new team in
its Heritage Unit with the task of
identifying built heritage of special character and historic value
across the region. This new team
will survey the Super City over the
next two years to create an evidential base from which to respond to
public submissions on the Council’s interim protection measure
for buildings constructed prior to
1944. Clearly the task is a monumental one, especially when you
consider that some other cities
around the world have taken five
times longer than the Auckland
team has to complete similar
surveys. So there’s a question over
how robust the survey will be,
but if it helps to protect some of
Auckland’s currently unassessed
heritage from the threat of demolition, that’s got to be a positive
outcome for the community.
And finally, the PHANZA
Committee is planning an event
for our northern members later
in the year. There are currently
26 PHANZA members in Auckland, four in the Waikato, two
in the Bay of Plenty and one in
Northland. If possible, we’d like
to bring you all together, hear
what you’re doing, and establish common areas of interest
or concern. It’s easy to feel a
bit isolated when you’re toiling
away on your own projects and
don’t have the chance to connect
with other historians. We hope
a get-together provides a chance
to see that there are like-minded
professionals in your neighbourhood. If you’d like to help arrange an event, drop me a line at:
agregg@aucklandmuseum.com.
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Access to historical records in
post-quake Christchurch
Geoff Rice on the current state of paper and
digital archiving in Christchurch.
Some of the information revealed by a panel discussion on
Christchurch archives hosted by
the Canterbury Historical Association on 13 May could be of
interest to PHANZA members
thinking of consulting historical
records in the Garden City.
Chris Adam from the Christchurch office of Archives NZ
reported that very little was lost
or damaged in public repositories
as a result of the earthquakes.
There were no fires, and the only
significant water damage was to a
small portion of the Christchurch
City Council’s archives stored in a
commercial repository in Hornby,
when the roof leaked. He showed
dramatic photos of crumpled
shelving and floors strewn with
brown boxes in the aftermath
of the February 2011 quake, but
pointed out that paper records are
quite hard to damage when they
are in bound volumes or storage
boxes. The worst damage was to
mobile shelving which often left
its tracks and crumpled at the
base. Fixed shelving mostly survived intact. About 15,000 boxes
were stacked on wooden pallets,
wrapped in plastic and sent out to
the Air Force Museum at Wigram
for storage.
Continued aftershocks kept the
Christchurch office closed for
several months during 2011, and
Archives head office saw this as an
opportunity to push ahead with
its digitisation programme, with
the result that a large proportion
of Canterbury probate records is
now available online. Partial reading room service for researchers

was available by the end of 2011,
but a full service was not reinstated until late in 2013. The quakes
have shaken Archives out of its
‘paper paradigm’ and document
delivery in future will increasingly be in digital format.
However, the Christchurch
office of Archives NZ will have
to be relocated, as the ground
underneath the present building is mostly silt and sludge from
liquefaction. Proposals have been
made to build on the Canterbury
University campus at Ilam, but
there is more spare land available
at Wigram.
Thérèse Angelo from the Air
Force Museum began by describing the difficulty she has had
persuading politicians from
central and local government that
archives matter and are worth
keeping for the long term. The
Christchurch Art Gallery easily won sponsorship and public
donations to keep the Michael
Parekowhai sculpture of a bull
in Christchurch, but who would
march en masse to save threatened archives?
Archives from 28 smaller museums and organisations ranging
from the Anglican Diocese to the
Canterbury Rugby Football Union have been stored along with
many bulky artefacts in a hangar
known rather grandly as ‘the
Canterbury Cultural Collections
Recovery Centre’. The emphasis
has been on cataloguing and
listing so that researchers can
find what is there, but reading
room facilities are now available. One happy outcome of the

A photograph of children standing on the plinth where the statue of John Robert Godley, Canterbury’s founder, once stood. Members
of the public are viewing the damaged cathedral from a walkway that was opened up between Re:Start Mall and Cathedral Square to
allow temporary public access (December 2011).
From the Quakestudies website. Photo: www.BeckerFraserPhotos.co.nz (reproduced under Creative Commons licence).

earthquakes has been the high
level of cooperation and mutual
assistance between and among
repositories, though this has often been at a personal rather than
institutional level.
This has given rise to a proposal
for a regional archive, to centralise the many smaller collections,
perhaps as part of the new city
library. This idea was pushed initially by the Canterbury History
Foundation, but so far little progress has been made. Quite apart
from paying for a new building,
the biggest problem is how to
fund ongoing staffing and curatorial services as new collections
are added. Prospective funders,
whether central or local government, ask ‘how many people will
use this stuff?’, and the answer is,
embarrassingly few, compared to
the numbers visiting a museum
like Te Papa. Whereas museums

need display only representative
artefacts, archives need to be as
complete as possible to be really
useful to historians. Sadly, there
are not many historians coming
to use the archives these days.
There is a risk that paper archives
may be neglected as students and
historians find it easier to access Papers Past online and limit
their research to the most easilyaccessed sources.
James Smithies then described
Canterbury University’s CEISMIC project, a federated digital
archive of information and images relating to the Canterbury
earthquakes. Fairfax Media, for
example, has made available
16,000 high-quality images and
all their newspaper reports since
the September 2010 quake. The
website www.quakestories.govt.nz
contains 625 eyewitness accounts,
while https://quakestudies.

canterbury.ac.nz contains 33,000
sources hosted by the university’s IT systems. The main
www.ceismic.org.nz website has
another 54,000 items. The project’s aim is to keep collecting for
another 20 years in order to document the Canterbury Rebuild.
This alone makes the project a
world-first in disaster recording.
Many people assume that
once a source has been digitised
it is safe for all time, but James
pointed out that all these files
need backup and periodic ‘refreshment’ or recopying to tape.
He warned that digital storage can
prove much more expensive and
fragile in the long run than paper
archives.
The panel’s final message to
historians and family researchers
was to be patient, as many records
now have to be retrieved from
remote storage facilities.
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PHANZA Annual General Meeting
PHANZA’s Annual General Meeting was held on 1 August
at St Andrew’s on the Terrace, Wellington.
A new Committee was elected, including two new
office-holders. Andrew Gregg has stepped down as
Treasurer and Marguerite Hill as Secretary, although
Marguerite will remain a member of the Committee.
The meeting applauded Andrew and Marguerite for
their excellent work in these roles.
Bronwyn Dalley was re-elected as President, Eileen
Barrett-Whitehead was elected Treasurer and Karen
Astwood was elected Secretary.
Three new Committee members were elected:
Sandra Gorter, Elizabeth Cox and Paul Husbands.
Profiles of the new Committee members will appear
in the next issue of Phanzine. Sandra Gorter is based
in Auckland, and with Andrew Gregg leaving the
Committee, her election ensures we continue to have
an Auckland representative.
This year’s Committee is relatively large. This is
partly to ensure we continue to have regional representation, with Committee members based in
Christchurch, Palmerston North and Auckland. The
addition of several new members this year should

PHANZA Executive Committee
Bronwyn Dalley (President), freelance historian
president@phanza.org.nz
Karen Astwood (Secretary), IPENZ and freelance historian
secretary@phanza.org.nz
Eileen Barrett-Whitehead (Treasurer), freelance historian
treasurer@phanza.org.nz
Elizabeth Cox, freelance historian
Sandra Gorter, freelance historian
Marguerite Hill, Ministry for Culture and Heritage
Paul Husbands, Waitangi Tribunal
Ewan Morris, Ministry for Culture and Heritage
Margaret Pointer, freelance historian
Geoffrey Rice, freelance historian
Margaret Tennant, freelance historian
David Young, freelance historian
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also allow some more experienced members of the
Committee to step down next year.
Other key items of business at the AGM concerned
life membership. The meeting approved an amendment to PHANZA’s Constitution spelling out the
process and criteria for conferring life membership.
It also approved the Committee’s nomination of
Jock Phillips as PHANZA’s inaugural life member.
Bronwyn Dalley noted that, while the Committee is
responsible for nominating candidates for life membership, it welcomes suggestions from members for
such candidates.
Following the AGM proper, Jock Phillips was
awarded his certificate of life membership and his
contribution to the history profession was celebrated
by Bronwyn Dalley, Malcolm McKinnon, Anne
Else and Chris Maclean, in a session organised and
chaired by David Young. A profile of Jock will appear
in the next issue of Phanzine.
Documents from the meeting are available on the
PHANZA website: phanza.org.nz.
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